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Abstract
While some individuals believe people are bom with leadership skills,
others think leadership can be taught. By using Janet Hagberg's Stages of
Power along with Margaret Wheatley's Chaos Theory, this paper explores a case
study of an executive leader, Magdalena Romero*, and her personal and
professional past and current situation as they pertain to leadership. The case
study describes how Romero moved from powerlessness (Hagberg's Stage One)
to where she is today.
The data will show how Romero's life changed and developed through
education. Magdalena Romero tells how she had a good life. Traveling, working
in many different professions and exploring the world before hitting a personal
challenge. lnsight in resilience and leadership is demonstrated through data
gathered in an interview and instrument collection as Romero moved from being
in an abusive relationship to becoming an executive director of a social service
agency. How the subiect gained knowledge and leadership skills through her life
process and is putting them to use in her community is a key outcome of the
research,
* This is a flctitious name to maintain confidentiality. The subject chose to remain
anonymous for personal safety reasons.
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lntroduction
This paper will explore the question of women's power and leadership
through the perception and voice of Magdalena Romero, an executive director of
a non-profit organization. The literature review highlights supporting information
which sets the tone for this paper. The paper then reviews Ms. Romero's story
and viewpoints which are then combined with leadership theory from Janet
Hagberg's Stages of Power, along with Margaret \Affreatley's Chaos Theory and
views from the new science. The case study describes how Romero moved from
powerlessness (Hagberg's Stage One) to where she is today.
Literature Review
Women in America have been fighting for equal rights, power and
leadership since 1MB when Margaret Brent was the first woman to demand the
right to vote (Gurko, 1974, p. 312). Since then many things have changed for
women in America, yet throughout the world and in the U.S., women still struggle
for some basic human rights. A powerful and symbolic measure of an
individual's freedom is his or her right to vote. Legally being able to mark a ballot
gives an individual a voice in the political process, which govems how humans
interact in our society giving each individual personal power and leadership.
During the 1880's and early 1900's many women, including Elizabeth
Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony, were leaders in the process of women
gaining the right to vote (Gurko, 1974, p. 313).
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Male domination was in place in government affairs when America
declared its independence in 1776. And through the years, women were
systematically opposed as they tried to gain the right to vote ...These
women [Stanton and Anthonyl did not live to see all they helped achieve,
for politicians continued to stall action on their plea. Finally, the 19th
Amendmentwas ratified on August 26, 1920 (Camp, 1996, p. 5) including
women in the voting booth.
Even though women could vote after 1920, they continued to be seen as
property of their husbands. With this mindset, many men felt they had the right
to beat their wives if the woman stepped out of line.
The right to conect-and beat-was derived from an anachronistic
concept of ownership. For example, the rule of thumb had its infamous
origins in English law where a rnan could correct his wife's behavior with a
stick as long as it was no thicker than the thumb on the man's hand.
(Poole, 1993, p. 48)
Over the years, women continued to organize and fight against these
inequities. This was not an easy road to travel. "...the leaders of the Women's
movement were often branded as loonies, lesbians or sex-crazed libbers, and
made the butt of crude cartoons and office jokes" (Simpson, 1999, p. 40). They
continued however, because they knew many women were still being beaten or
worse yet, killed.
Gender-based violence permeates all sectors of society and respec'ts
neither geographic, economic nor age groupings. lt occurs essentially as
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a conseguence of the unequal relations between men and women which
derive from behavior patterns molded by historical traditions, further
perpetuated by inadequate responses in law. (Poole, 1993, p. 48)
Changes needed to be made. "Concerted efforts to lift the curtain of
silence that hid the issue [of domestic violence] began in the decade of the
eighties when women everywhere began to say 'no more' and brought the
debate into the open" (Poole, 1993, p. 48). Many women who had been battered
by a spouse or partner never spoke of the violence against them due to shame or
fear of retribution.
Discrimination against women is an important factor in the perpetuation of
domestic violence. Batterers may view women as inferior and as
deserving to be beaten. lt is important to respond by recognizing
domestic violence as a violation of a woman's civil rights. (Coukos, 1998,
p. 2s)
Activists, both male and female, have taken up the charge to end
domestic abuse of women throughout the world.
Violence against women has been termed by many activists to constitute
one of the most flagrant violations of human rights. Today we bear
witness to women and non{ovemmental organizations joining forces
everywhere in a revolutionary movement to right an old wrong. (Poole,
1 993, p. 48)
The first \,voman's shelter for battered \,vomen in the United States vvas
established in St. Paul, Minnesota, in 1974 (lnterview data). Many more have
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emerged to assist women who are in trouble. These nonprofit organizations
strive to provide services ranging from emergency housing, counseling, financial
assistance and so much more,
However, despite this progress, shelters continue to turn away women
that they cannot serve, and women are still murdered by intimate partners
at a dramatically high rate. (Coukos, 1998, p. 29)
Domestic violence continues to plague the world with women being the
primary targets. "For example, approximately 37 percent of women seeking
injury-related treatment in hospital emergency rooms are there because of
injuries inflicted by a current or former spouse or intimate partner" (Coukos,
1998, p. 29). Women in third world countries face even more discrimination.
"Unfortunately, too many countries lack seruices for battered women...Crucial
gaps in service include appropriate responses to violence against women in
different racia!, ethnic and cultural communities..."(Coukos, 1998, p. 2g).
Even though women in North America are making advances in civil rights
issues, women in other countries are not so fortunate. "ln the recent past, many
of the legal codes in Latin America recognized that a man's honor could
legitimately be defended by murdering his adulterous-or supposedly
adulterous--wife' (Poole, 1993, p. 48). Women in lndia face an even more
honific fate called "bride buming" (Ling, 2004, p.1) where the woman is burned
by her husband or his family when she is no longer needed or valued by these
individuals.
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Thousands of women are killed every year due to dowry-related issues.
When families refuse or are late on dowry payments 
- 
money, property,
and gifts promised upon marriage 
- 
often their daughters pay the price.
Many times, when the money runs out, and the bride's family has no more
to give, the husband's family wants to make way for a new bride-and a
new dowry...Roughly 1200 women die every year.,.victims of bride
buming. (Ling, 2004, p. 1)
Even though much has changed over the last one hundred years for
women, there is mueh more to be done here at home and around the world.
"Dramatic increases in funding for local sheJters and programs have made a real
difference in services for batteredwomen...butthere is still a clear unmet need"
(Coukos, 1998, p. 29). Everyday, women are physically and psychologically
abused by those who claim to love them. \ /hat happens when this trust is
broken? Can a woman find her voice even when she has been beaten down?
How does a woman move from powerlessness to becoming a leader in our
American society?
Case Study - Mao-4alena Romero - Backoround
Ms. Romero is a confident, outgoing individual who describes her
upbringing as follows. "l am a really fortunate person. I grew up in a household
of love that then became a very difficult household as my parents separated and
divorced... it was a very difficult time for me," said Ms. Romero (lnterview data).
She remembers acting out and "doing some very naughty illegal things...l
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remember years later apologizing to my mother...l worked through that. I think
most people go through difficult times in their late teens and early twenties. lt's a
hard time in life" (lnterview data).
Ms. Romero eventually went on to college and graduated with a degree in
theater. She enioyed excursions and working many odd jobs. She explains, .l
did a lot of theater...did a lot of traveling, hitchhiked all over the west,
backpacked, ran white water rivers, did the western thing and I loved it'
(lnterview data). She thought that in order to improve as an actor she should try
many different jobs along the way. Therefore, her resume includes everything
from cooking in a restaurant, digging ditches, to logging trees. ..l did a lot of
different things. [Then] in 1981 ...1 wanted to get serious about being an
actor..,and ldid three years on the Renaissance circuit...lwas a gypsy for...and
that\,yas great fun...lwould never do it again but lwas in my twenties and that's
where I met the man that I later married" (lnterview data). They were married in
1985 and Ms. Romero was 29 years old.
That was a big mistake,u she said (lnterview data). 'l did not grow up with
violence. I did not gror up with alcoholism...l also did not have a clue
about domestic violence. So, the first time my husband hit me was on our
wedding night. He got drunk and smacked me. I remember very clearly
thinking, OK, ! can take the ring off now and walk out and that would
probably be the best thing to do, but for some reason, I didn't. And I know
now that was the beginning of the acceptance, the justification and
rationalization of [being al battered woman. (lnterview data)
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According to the Family Violence Prevention Fund, one out of three
women will become a victim of domestic violence in her lifetime
(http ://end abuse. org/resou rces/facts).
At the beginning of her marriage, Ms. Romero had become a statistic.
She remembers, "l had warnings ahead of time. I had misgivings actually about
marrying him but lthought I could handle it. lthough I could fix it. [-hat] I could
change him' (lnterview data). .And so, the abuse followed what I now know to
be a pretty typical pattern...There was a lot of verbal abuse and emotional
abuse... name calling [and] isolation," explained Ms. Romero (lnterview data).
One year after their wedding, the violence escalated to him using a weapon
against her and she ended up hospitalized. From the emergency room, she was
taken to a women's shelter. Her husband left town and was gone for 2 months.
That is when she started getting help. She began counseling and became a
member of a 12-step program.
Ms. Eom.pro and_Lqadelship
From a leadership perspective, how does a powerless individual, as Ms.
Romero was at the time, grow and develop to become a leader in her
community? She had taken the first steps by reaching out for help. This was the
beginning of breaking the cycle of violence and to getting out of the abusive
relationship. Ms. Romero explained:
That \nas the fall of 1986. I didn't astually leave until the winter of 1989.
So there are a lot of other things that happened [inJbetween...But, during
those years Iwas really, slowly learning aboutwhy I stayed...l really loved
Augsburg Coilege Library
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this man when he wasn't drunk. He was wonderful. He was charming,
good looking, intelligent, talented. We had fun together. I really tried
everything I could to try to make it better before I really realized that he
was going to kill me and there was nothing I could do to help him.
(lnterview data)
Ms. Romero had tried everything. She even had him anested once
because she thought he would learn from the conseguences, but he did not.
Finally, she recognized the only thing she could do to save herself was to leave.
Ms. Romero began planning her escape and one day she just fled. "l grabbed
my dog...my purse, my coat and I ran," she said (lnterview data). That was the
last day she Iived with him.
That was not the end of the violence though. According to the Family
Violence Prevention Fund, once a woman leaves a violent relationship, she is 75
percent more likely to be killed by the person committing the violence
(http://endabuse.org/resourcesffac'ts). Very Slowly Ms. Romero detached from
her husband. She experienced many more threats from him and many times
feared for her life. "l actually did a very smart thing,' Ms. Romero explained
(lnterview data). "l chose not to have any children with him because I knew that
a man who would treat me that way would treat a child that tyay [tooJ' (lnterview
data). Without children, Ms. Romero could more easily end the relationship with
this man, which she dld in 1991. lf they had children, he would have had
parental rights and she could not have technically been able to flee with the
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children without his consent. The divorce was final and she had begun the
long, hard process of taking back her power.
Ms. Romero then entered a reflective period of her !ife. She was asking
herself why did she have to go through such a honible relationship.
'That was a really bad period of my life," Ms. Romero said (lnterview
data). "But, I decided that I wasn't going to make six years taken out of
my life for nothing. I started doing some volunteer...speaking because, as
somebody who was an actor, I had a talent for speaking and I can get up
in frontof a group of people and tell a story...so lthought lcan use thatto
help educate people about this problem." (lnterview data)
ln the late eighties and early nineties, domestic abuse was not talked
about. Ms. Romero explains:
People didn't want to talk about it. It was shameful to talk about it and I
decided I wouldn't be ashamed. I refused to be ashamed for something
that was done to me. I did make some really bad decisions and I
accepted the responsibility for those decisions but I refused to be
ashamed for the violence that was done against me and so I started
talking about it. (lnterview data)
The act of sharing her story with others helped in her personal healing and
also helped to break down stereotypes.
I was able to open up people's eyes because a lot of people at that time
would sfry, "oh, battered women, they're poor, they're black, they've got
six kids.' I'd say, "No, l'm college educated. I have a family support
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system. l've always been able to pay my own way. I don't have any
kids and yet il happened to me." I was able to really challenge the
stereotype. l[would] walk in with my business suit on and say, "Hi, l'm
Magdalena. I'm a survivor of domestic violence." I felt that it was a really
important thing for me to do. (lnterview data)
!n1997, Ms. Romero faced another life-changing crisis. Her Mother died
of cancer. This caused her to do even more soul searching, deep thinking and
reflection. She continued asking herself some tough life questions and reported
asking herself; what am I doing? what is my life purpose? why am I here? At this
pivotal point in her life, Ms. Romero made two defining decisions that would
change the course of her life. First, she began volunteering with a global
outreach program and traveled to Africa. Secondly, she went back to school for
her masters degree.
Ms. Romero did not realize it at the time, but she had successfully moved
from Stage One of Janet Hagberg's Six Stages of Power, which is
Powerlessness to Stage Two, which is Power by Association.
lndividual Leadershio --Hagberg's Staoes of Power * lntroduction
Janet Hagberg, Author of Real Power, identifies six stages of personal
power. She titles them: Stage One 
- 
Powerlessness; Stage Two 
- 
Power by
Association; Stage Three 
- 
Power by Achievement; Stage Four 
- 
Power by
Reflection; The Wall; Stage Five 
- 
Power by Purpose; and Stage Six 
- 
Power by
Wisdom (Hagberg, 2003, p. xxi). Before going into more detail on each of the
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stages, Hagberg has included some important concepts to keep in mind while
working with her stages of power.
lmportent Concept$ of .Stqges of Power
One lmportant concept to Hagberg's stages of power is what she calls the
home stage. Hagberg defines this as .a stage in which \ire operate most of the
time or in which we feel the most comfortable...Sometimes we feel consistently at
one stage in our personal life and at another stage at work" (Hagberg, 2003, p.
xxvi). Therefore, an individual operates in his or her home stage most of the
time. S/he may have a different home stage for when s/he is at home or at the
office. Hagberg goes on to explain that if a person is functioning in hro different
home stages for personal and professional sides of his or her life, that "overtime
this can become wearing, especially if the stages are more than two stages
apart" (Hagberg, 2003, p. xnri). So, if a person can move his or her home stage
for home and work life closer together, the less split he or she will feel.
Another important concept in this theory is that "one can move through the
stages as 'home' stages only in the order in which they are numbered' (Hagberg,
2003, p. xxvii). Therefore, an individual needs to move through the stages in
sequential order starting with stage one, then two and so on. Hagberg states,
"Each stage...leads by a natural evolution into the next, ahhough some stages
are more comfortable for individuals than the others" (Hagberg, 2003, xxvii). For
example, Hagberg claims a person cannot iump from stage two to stage four
without going through stage three. This includes what Hagberg calls "The Wall'
(Hagberg, 2003, p. 125). This is a reflective stage between stagesfour and five,
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which requires courage to move through (Hagberg, 2003, p. 142). However,
once an individual reaches a certain stage, he or she can revert back to previous
stages. 'MIe revisit previous stages all the time, for example, when we change
jobs, seek new learning experiences...we move to those earlier stages'
(Hagberg, 2003, p. rcrvii).
Spirituality also plays an important role in Hagberg's stages of power.
Hagberg feels it is critical to a person's own development, Whether it is
connecting with God, the Creator or a Higher Power, it is the connection that is
important. Hagberg states, "Spirituality means recognizing a Higher Power or
Holy Presence in one's life" (Hagberg, 2003, p. 7).
Hagberg also identifies that a person has a "negative or'shadow' side"
(Hagberg, 2003 p. 8) in each stage. Hagberg use$ this dark side to show how
individuals can be deeptive with themselves. Hagberg's shadow is a part of the
whole person and needs to be recognized. "Prolonged negative behavior
indicates the individual is stuck in the shadow of that stage. The resutt is slow
deterioration in a downward spiral, no matter what stage people are stuck at'
(Hagberg, 2003 p. 8).
For each stage, Hagberg describes the things that hold people back from
moving forward to the next stage. She then gives suggestions as to how a
person could engage to move on. As a persCIn moves to stages five and six,
Hagberg states clearly that the way a person moves fonrard is by personal
motivation and direction. As an individual moves into these last two stages, the
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prescription of how to get there becomes less clear as the reader will discover
as the stages are reviewed below.
Staoes of Power Overview - Stage One: Powerlessness
Hagberg begins each stage with an overall description of the behaviors
that help to identtfu an individual as being at a particular stage. She goes on to
discuss the implications of spirituality and the shadow side of the individual.
Then looks at what holds people back and gives suggestions as to how they can
move forurrard. Stage one is entitled "Powerlessness," which Hagberg describes
as the .trapped stage, [beingf secure and dependent, [havingl ]ow in self-esteem,
[being] uninfomled, [and feeling] helpless but not hopeless' (Hagberg, 2003, p.
22'). She sees the individual's spirituality as a basic "recognition of the
Holy/Higher Powef' (Hagberg, 2003, p.?:2). The shadow for stage one is all
about fear. Hagberg describes it as "holding onto [thel victim stance" (Hagberg,
2003, p. 221and letting addictions take over their lives. What holds people back
again is pure fear. "Ho\ff they deal with the fear is what determines whether they
move fonrard' (Hagberg, 2003, p.20). Ways to move forward include "build[ing]
self-esteem, find[ingl allies, get[ingl support, develop[ingl skills, appreciate[ing]
yourself, share[ing] yourself, confront[ing] fears, take[ingl responsibility,
...get[ingJ out of abusive relationships, confront[ingJ yourself, get[ing] into
treatment or counseling" (Hagberg, 2003, p.221.
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$ta$e Tlvq: Power by Association
Stage two is entitled Power by Association that Hagberg describes as the
"magical" stage (Hagberg, 2003, p. 51). Some characteristics include being an
"apprentice, learning the culture, dependent on supervisorfleader, [and] new self-
awareness" (Hagberg, 2003, p. 51). She sees the individual's spirituality as
"learning about our spiritual journey' (Hagb€Ig, 2003, p. 51). The shadow for
stage two is about the lack of growth. Hagberg labels it as "recyclers,
chameleons, naive people" (Hagberg,2003, p. 51). What holds people back is
"lack of confidence, [andl need for security" (Hagberg, 2003, p. 51]. Some ways
to move forward include Tind[ingJ a mentor, get[ting] feedback, be[ing]
competent, get[tingl credentials, get[tingl more involved,.. .take[ingl
risks,...develop[ingJ your ego,...[and] work[ing] out relationships" (Hagberg,
2003, p. 51).
Stagq.Thre.e. Power bv Achievement
Stage three is entitled Power by Achievement which Hagberg describes
as the "contro!" or the dynamo' stage (Hagberg, 2003, p. 90). Some
characteristics include "mature ego, [being] realistic and competitive, [being anl
expert, [and beingf ambitious' (Hagberg, 2003, p. 90]. She sees the individual's
"spirituality is being productive on our chosen faith journey" (Hagberg, 2003, p.
g0). The shadow for stage three is about not being able to let go of control.
Hagberg labels it as "bravado, egocentric behavior, [and] greed' (Hagberg, 2003,
p. 90). What holds people back is "not knowing they're stuck, [andJ confusion"
(Hagberg, 2003, p. g0). Some ways to move fonrrard include "accept[ing] the
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potential change that crisis can bring, learn[ingl to be alone and to seriously
reflect on yourself, try[ing] new things that make you think differently,... build[ing]
networks,... [andJ consider[ing] a long-range plan for true leadership" (Hagberg,
2003, p. g0).
Staoe Four: fuwer Dv ReflFctio.n
Stage four is entitled Power by Reflection, which Hagberg describes as
the "sandwich" stage (Hagberg, 2003, p. 124). Some characteristics include
being "reflective/confused, cornpetent in collaboration, strong, comfortable with
personal style, skilled at mentoring, [and] showing true leadership" (Hagberg,
2003, p. 124). She sees the individual's spirituality as "rediscovering the Holy"
(Hagberg, 2003, p. 124). The shadow for stage four continues to be about letting
go of control and of one's ego. Hagberg labels it as "playacting, stuck in
confusion, [and beingl misunderstood" (Hagberg, 2003, p. 124]. What holds
people back is "not letting go of one's ego, [and seeingJ no need for a life
purpose" (Hagberg, 2003, p. 12a). Ways to move fonrard include "hit[tingl the
wal!, move[ing] beyond intellect, Iet[ting] go of control, face[ing] your shadows,
go[ing] to your core, find[ingl intimacy with a higher power, take[ing] time out, and
glimpselingJ wisdom" (Hagberg, 2003, p. 12$.
The Wall
The Wall is unlike the other stages of power. Hagberg describes it as:
...the place where the accumulation of things we have hidden from the
world, or thought we had hidden, come out to haunt us. At the Wall we
cannot move forward without embracing our own personal shadow
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behavior...[this] is the place where our shadow becomes clear and we
make a decision whether or not we will deal with it...We can move fonrard
into the Wall and embrace it or we cen go back to a more comfortable
place." (Hagberg, 2003, p. 125)
Some characteristics of the wall include "moving beyond your intellect,
letting go of control, embracing your shadow, going to your core, finding intimacy
with your Higher Power, [andl glimpsing wisdom'(Hagberg, 2003, p. 142).
Hagberg sees the individual's spirituality as "grace in the darkness' (Hagberg,
2003, p. 142). The shadow for the wall phase continues to be about letting go of
one's ego. Hagberg labels it as having "too much to lose" (Hagberg, 2003, p.
142). What holds people back is their own personal \,vill" (Hagberg, 2003, p.
142). Ways to move forward include "stay[ing] accountable to someone who
knows your story, be[ingJ willing to explore your passion, [andJ believe[ingJ in
healing before it happens" (Hagberg, 2003, p. Mzl.
Stase Fiye: Power by Pumose
Stage five is entitled Power by Purpose that Hagberg describes as the
"inner vision" stage (Hagberg, 2003, p. 175). Some characteristics include being
"self-accepting, courageous, calm, conscience of the organization,
humble,...generous in empowering others, [and] confident of life calling"
(Hagberg, 2003, p. 175). She sees the individual's "spirituality is surrendering to
the Holy" (Hagberg,2003, p. 175). The shadowforstagefive shiftsfrom a self-
focus to how the individual is perceived by others. Hagberg labels it as "pseudo-
innocence, perceived by others to be impractical [andJ..,undeveloped" (Hagberg,
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2003, p. 175). What holds people back is "not understanding the universe,
lack of faith, [and havingJ too much to lose" (Hagberg, 2003, p. 175). Waysto
move fonrard have to be developed "in individual ways'(Hagberg, 2003, p. 175).
Staqe Six Power b.y,YVisdgfn
Stage six, the last of Hagberg's stages of power, is entitled Power by
Wisdom, which Hagberg describes as the "souls of the eailh" stage (Hagberg,
2003, p. 200). Characteristics include "integrating shadow, unafraid of death,
powerless, quiet in seruice, conscience of the communityArorld, [and havingJ
compassion for the world" (Hagberg, 2003, p. 200). She sees the individual's
"spirituality is reflecting the HoJy' (Hagberg, 2003, p. 200). The shadow for stage
six shifts even further from a self-focus to how the individual is perceived by
others. Hagberg labels it as "appear[ing] to be out of touch with danger, [andJ
appear[ing] too sacrificial" (Hagberg, 2003, p. 200). Hagberg views stage six as
the ultimate in human development as a leader.
Sixes are sages. They may be well known or unknown. They may be
persons who touch only one life profoundly, or they may be internationally
known heroes and heroines of centuries past and present, like the Dalai
Lama. (Hagberg, 2003, p. 178)
Therefore, stage sixes are the Mother Theresa's of the world. Hagberg
eludes to if an individual states that he or she is at stage six, most likely he or
she is not.
Hagberg developed a tool to help measure where a person falls on the
stages of power continuum. lt is called the Personal Power Profile.
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This profile follorrvs the ideas and behaviors described in Janet
Hagberg's book Real Power: Stages of Personal Power in Organizations.
The authors designed this profile : 1) to provide individual insights on
stages of personal powet,2l as a preparatory tool for courses in
leadership, power and management, 3) as a discussion tool between
managers and employees, and 4) as an assessment tool in the course of
personal renewal. You answerT2 questions on a scale of 1-5. (l=Not
descriptive of me to S=VeU descriptive of me) and plot your scores on an
a n swer g rid . (http : /Arww. j a n ethag berg . com/se lf_scori n g . htm )
Magdalena Romero's Personal Power Profile
ln exploring Ms. Romero's leadership qualities, she participated by
completing a Personal Power Profile. Shown below are the results of her profile.
Stase 1 Stase 2 Staqe 3 Stage 4 Staqe 5 Stase 6
I
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Ms. Romero's Personal Power Profile results show Stage Two as her
highest score. Hagberg interprets this as Romero's home stage, the stage where
she feels most comfortable. The graph also shows that Romero scored high for
stages three, four and five. This can be interpreted that Romero has developed
her personal power through these levels and has recently returned to a more
comfortable stage two. She has moved into those higher stages in previous
times in her life perhaps in a different job or through other tife experiences, like
her volunteer work.
Stage two is the apprentice stage. Ms. Romero has just started a new job
as an executive director of a nonprofit social service agency. She has been in
this position for 5 months. This would explain the movement back to stage two.
She is getting her feet wet and is excited about learning about her new role in
this organization yet she is the apprentice versus being the expert.
At the end of the Personal Power Profile are typical graphs to assist in
interpreting the results. Ms. Romero's results fall in between two profile
descriptions of "transition" and "apprentice" (Hagberg & Donovan, 1992, p. 8).
These descriptions are as follows:
Transition: This profile describes people who are uncertain about their
personal power. They may be moving internally (inside themselves) and
trying to sort out how they want to be in the outside world. lt could also
describe people who feel they must be different at home than at work.
Apprentice: people with this profile are generally working or learning to
cultivate personal power. They desire some direc'tion from others so work
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can be done competently or correctly. This typically happens in a new
job or new leaming situation where "leaming the ropes" is important.
(Hagberg & Donovan, 1992, p. 8)
Ms. Romero is developing her personal power in her new professional
role. Romero defines leadership "as the need to grow consensus, to have
impact, to eam trust. lt's the ability to do things, to get things done and to
influence other people to help you go toward a common goal" (lnterview data).
She defines power as "a personal quality that people either have or they
don't. .. it's a. . . piece of your character that you earn and develop as you go
through your life experiences' (lnterview data). When asked about the
relationship between leadership and power, Ms Romero answered:
... in order to be an effective leader, you must have a sense of personal
power... it's about confidenoe, about a connection with other people, a
connection with a spiritual life. lt's a connection with your strengths and
weaknesses. lt's about knowing who you are. lt's about knowing your
limitations but always being willing to push the envelope in taking risks.
(lnterview data)
Hagberg states, "People can be leaders at any stage of personal power,
but they cannot be TRUE leaders until they reach Stage Four 
- 
Power by
Reflection" (Hagberg, 2003, p. 201). Ms. Romero is on herway to developing
her personal power as defined by Hagberg's stages of power. One concrete way
Ms. Romero can continue her personal development as a leader is to continue
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her volunteer work with indigenous groups. This will assist Romero in growing
as an individual and developing a broader, global perspective.
Hagberg's Stages of Power is a great way to develop personal power, but
what about developing as a leader of an organization? Margaret Wheatley
describes a new way of thinking about organizational leadership in her book,
Le.adershio and the [*lew Science.
Oroanizational Leadershio - hgv's C aos Theolv - ntrod uction
Looking to science and nature for instruction on business management
seems far-fetched to many leaders. Nature has self-renewing biological systems
that follow a cycle of birth, life, death and rebirth. Humans trust this process for
nature but when it comes to business, the leadership shifts to command and
control methods. "Life is about creation...any living system a is never resting
structure that seeks its own self-renewal... it will change in order to preserve that
self (Wheatley, 1999, p.20). Can businesses beviewed as a self-renewing
systern that is alive? Margaret Wheatley thinks so. She shares her insights to
organizational leadership through Chaos Theory.
Emerging in 1970, chaos theory came about by accident through weather
experiments by Edward Lorenz, a meteorologist at Massachusetts lnstitute of
Technology. Lorenz identified the butterfly effect which showed how a slight
variation in a manufactured weather pattem led to changes in the predicted
patterns. "A small change at one point in time in a system can lead to larger
changes later on, and these in there turn trigger still bigger changes, a dynamic
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of escalating effects'(Lewin, 2000, p, 41). From this, scientists developed the
chaos theory. "The scientific term 'chaos' refers to an underlying
interconnectedness that exists in apparently random events' (Peat, 1998, p. 2).
ln leadership, Margaret Wheatley states:
This new territory contained powerfu! images, metaphors, and ways of
thinking that asked me to open myself to profoundly new ways seeing.
The science encouraged me to believe that there are news ways of
comprehending the issues that trouble organizations most chaos, order,
control, autonomy, structure, information, participation, planning, and
prediction. (Wheatley, 1999, p. xiii)
ln order for businesses to move into this new world of chaos and order,
leaders must throw away old knowledge and skills and develop a new, open
approach to leadership. This includes full participation of all employees, building
trust and creating meaningful work.
lmportant Concents of Lqeder:ship and the New Science
To begin on this new road of business management, Wheatley prescribes
breaking out of the old way of leading organizations. She calls this the
Nevvtonian Way of leading because it was discovered by Sir lsaac Newton
(Wheatley, 1S99, p. 10). The basic concept is that people think about
organizations as if they were machines with all of the staff, programs, services or
products as the moving parts. .This machine imagery leads to the belief that
studying the parts is the key to understanding the whole. Things are taken
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apart... and then put back together without any significant loss' (Wheatley,
1999, p, 10),
Leaders break things down to try and understand them. Then they put it
all back together, thinking they now understiand the whole because they
understand it's parts. A main factor Wheatley suggests leaders are missing in
this process is that they are ignoring the relationships and interconnectedness of
all of the parts. These leaders are not truly seeing the whole organization. "One
of the first dffierences between new science and Newtonianism is a focus on
holism rather than parts. Systems are understood as whole systems, and
attention is given to relationships within those networks' (Wheatley, 199S, p. 10).
Wheatley sees old Newtonian leaders viewing their organizations like
machines. When a part of the organization breaks down, like a machine does,
the leaders fixes that part. They think that the problem was contained to that
specific area and had no other effect on the organization. Leaders think they
have total contro! over the organizational machine through strategic planning and
procedures. With this model there is no room for fluxuations and unwanted
change. "These unseen connections between what \ rere previously thought to be
separate entities are the fundamental ingredient of all creation" (Wheatley, 1999,
p. 1 1).
Chaos theory has become a new option for businesses. One which gives
more importance to the interconnectedness of the whole and the relationships
versus looking at the system by breaking it down into its parts. "ln the quantum
world, relationship is the key determiner of everything" (Wheatley, 1999, p. 11).
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We are moving a\ffay from the old Newtonian way of thinking which has led us
to believe that we understand the whole by understanding the sum of its parts.
Gonversely, by making connections and building relationships, leaders and
organizations can grow, develop and be truly changed by the connections with
others. Jantsch states, "ln life, the issue is not control, but dynamic
connec'tedness" (\A/heatley, 1999, p. 25).
Building successful relationships is based on trust 
- 
"Trust is critical if
organizations are to excel' (Lewin, 2000, p.22). The old assembly line approach
to business viewed employees as being a part of the machines they operated.
Employees as a whole were not included in business decisions or direction.
They were there to do their jobs, collect their paychecks and do as they were told
by the few who were in leadership roles.
"Managers focus exclusively on producing goods and services and forget
that the business is a community of human beings...it is common sense
that if people are treated as machines, not as people, they are unlikely to
give loyalty and trust 
- 
they will not give of there best." (Lewin, 2000, p.23)
Trust can contribute to building meaning in one's work. A community that
trusts one another is open and flexible. Open systems are dynamic, self
renewing, willing to change and grow. Building trust is an essential part of
developing meaning in one's work. Meaning in an organization is developed
through the creation of a strong vision and values which are designed by many,
not by just one leader.
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Self organizing systems have the capacity to create for themselves the
aspects of organizations that we thought we, as leaders, had to provide.
Self organizing systems create structures and pathways, networks of
communication, values and meaning, behaviors and norms. (Spears,
1998, p. 347)
ln chaos theory, developing meaning in one's work takes participation. lf
initiatives are passed down without buy in by those being asked to do the job, the
employees will respond in one of two ways: push back and rebel, or grow
complacent and lose interest. Either \ffay, the initiative does not succeed and
even more importantly, human creativity is lost. Again, chaos theory is focused
on the importance of the relationships within the whole. Therefore, building
meaning involves the active participation of everyone which leads to increased
creativity. The leadefs role is to facilitate this process.
ln this chaotic world, \ re need leaders. But we don't need bosses. We
need leaders to help us develop the clear identity that lights the dark
moments of confusion. We need leaders to support us as we learn how to
live by our values. We need leaders to understand that we are best
controlled by concepts that invite our participation, not policies and
procedures that curtail our contribution. (Wheatley, 1999, p. 131)
To be effective, a vision staternent needs to be clear, alive and open to
possibilities and opportunities. "We would start by recognizing that in creating
vision, we are creating a power, not a place, an influence, not a destination'
(Wheatley, 1999, p. 55). Chaos theory challenges the way traditional visions are
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established. Developing a future path for the organization used to be solely
the leade/s job. Once he or she had this established, then it would be passed
down through the ranks as a directive. The chaos theory way of developing
vision involves more than just the leader. The ideal scenario would include
everyone in the organization. By full participation, everyone feels they have an
investment in the future of the business versus being told what to do.
The potent force that shapes behavior... is the combination of simply
expressed expectations of purpose, intent, and values, and the freedom
for responsible individuals to make sense of these in their own way.
Organizations with integrity have truly learned that there is no choice but
to walk their talk. Their values are truthful representations of how they
want to conduct themselves, and everyone feels deeply accountable to
them. (Wheatley, 1999, p. 129)
Generally, chaos theory describes just that 
- 
chaotic situations. Leaders
need to embrace their organizations as self renewing systems. Being willing to
let the business oscillate, change, grow, expand, and rise and fall. This is a
process of accepting the natural disarray of chaos which allows for an outcome
of new order. "\A/e are afraid of what would happen if we let these elements of
the organization recombine, reconfigure, or speak truthfulty to one another. We
are afraid that things will fall apart'(Wheatley, 1999, p. 1g). Viewing business
through the lens of this natural order allows leaders to see their work differently.
lnstead of command and control techniques, leaders will share the vision with the
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employees and strive collectively to create opportunities and meaningful work.
Wheatley suggests:
Whether we believe that we create this meaning for ourselves in a
senseless world, orthat it is offered to us by a purposeful universe, it is,
after all, only meaning that we seek. Nothing else is attractive; nothing
else has the power to cohere an entire lifetime of activity. (Wheatley,
1999, p. 134)
Therefore, chaos theory gives leaders a new and different way to run
organizations. Businesses can succeed by building relationships and trust,
developing a strong vision, recognizing self renewing systems and establishing
meaning in the work place. Leaders need to give up eontrol and embrace
change. Let go of structure, job descriptions and to do lists and go with the flow
of process and foster progression. "There is a new kind of freedom, where it is
more rewarding to explore than to reach conclusions, more satisfying to wonder
than to know, and more exciting to search than to stay put' (Wheatley, 1999, p.
8). Chaos theory asks leaders to follow a natural order. "Chaos...is as much
about what we can't know as it is about certainty and fact. lfs about letting go,
accepting limits, and relebrating magic and mystery" (Peat, 1999, p. 7).
Ms. Romero's personal power was reviewed earlier in this paper, After
reviewing Wheatley's ideas of organizational leadership through chaos theory,
the paper will now shift to review Ms. Romero's organizational leadership style
and the interaction with her personal power.
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Maodalena Romero's Orqanizational Leadership
Ms, Romero is an executive Director of a nonprofit, social service
organization. This agency has a 20 year history in its community and they offer
ten programs which served close to 2000 clients in 2003. The organization's
budget is 2.3 million and they have 40 paid staff. As stated before, Ms. Romero
has been there for just 5 months. She is new to the organization and is learning
the ropes. She has started making some changes however, the biggest problem
the organization is facing is frnancial stability. The number one item on Ms.
Romero's agenda is fundraising. lf the financial support does not come in, they
may have to close their doors, which would be devastating to the clients they
serve
Ms. Romero understands her strengths and weaknesses. ln asking her
what her gifts are, she responded, "l think I'm a very good communicator...l think
I have a gift for leadership... I'm very adaptable... [and] a really flexible person"
(lnterview data). She continued by saying, "l'm a good networker. I'm good at
reaching out to people. l'm really good at connecting with people on a broad
level" (lnterview data).
Conversely, when asked about her weaknesses, Ms. Romero said, "l'm
sometimes judgmental...l can find myself being really irritated by people because
l've got too much to do and I don't think that is a good quality' (lnterview data).
Continuing her self disclosure, Ms. Romero confessed, "l'm hard on myseff in
terms of I ahuays think I should do better at this...l should be doing something
better than what I'm doing. [However,] the older I get, the more comfortable I am
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in my skin so my weaknesses don't seem to be as bad as they used to be in
my twenties and thirties" (lnterview data).
When asked about her ego, Ms. Romero replied, "My ego likes lthis jobJ a
Iot. My ego gets checked on a regular basis because to do this job well I can't be
in my ego. I have to be listening, I have to be problem-solving' (lnterview data).
She continues by adding,'l knowwho lam. I knowwhat lcan do...So, my ego is
boosted by the opportunity but it's challenged because there's so many problems
that I can't fix and I just have to learn to do what I can do and not accept the
weight of the community" (lnterview data).
Ms. Romero's task in leading this organization is a tough one. Her heart's
desire will assist her in making a difference. She said, "l really want to change
the way society looks at women. I want to change the way society looks at
poverty. I want to challenge people who think there's no connection to their lives
in any of this 
- 
to understand that it is connected" (lnterview data). When asked
about the passion that drives her life, Ms. Romero said:
It's about social justice, inequality...l think that the people who have a lot
and don't understand their privilege... need to understand they are no
better than the people on the streets. l'm really driven by a sense of
outrage at the inequalities in life. l have some sort of need to try and
address them. I think l'm in a unique position because of who ! am and
what I do and where I come from, to be able to bridge some gaps and so I
think that's what I need to do. (lnteruiew data)
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Ms. Romero has a great opportunity as a new leader to effectively
impact the leadership of her agency. By following Wheatley's suggestions, Ms.
Romero could do some of the following. View the organization in a holistic
manner and develop a vision for the organization. Through full participation of
staff, clients and board members, develop strong relationships to disseminate
information on an ongoing basis. lt is true of humans that if they do not have the
information, they make it up and it is usually way rnore interesting and false.
Building trust and meaning in everyone's work should be a priority by promoting
full participation. By looking holistically at the organization and encouraging full
participation, this will develop stronger teams and networks of relationships.
EUElrnqIy & Conclusion
In summary, this paper analyzes the individual and organizational
leadership development of Magdalena Romero. She is a survivor of domestic
abuse and is currently an executive director of a nonprofit organization. Through
a one-t+one interview and by having her complete Hagberg's Personal Power
Profile, I was able to explore her world as it pertains to leadership. Ms. Romero
has achieved many things in her life. I believe the most powerful step she took
was when she left her abusive husband. "Anyone who takes back power that
they have relinquished will be perceived as a problem to someone' (Hagberg,
2003, p. 2). Ms. Romero has overcome great obstacles to be where she is at
today including risking her life by leaving her marriage.
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By using Hagberg's Stages of Power, this case study \rra$ able to
identify where Ms. Romero fell on that leadership continuum. Currently her home
stage is a stage two, Power by Association, She also scored high in stages
three, four and five indicating that she has developed her personal power through
these stages. lt would be interesting to test Ms. Romero again in a year or two to
see what stage she would fall into if she stays in her cunent position.
By exploring Wheatley's chaos theory, this case study also identified some
potential opportunities for growth in Ms. Romero's current role as an
organizational leader. She highly values participation and knows she can't lead
the organization by herself. She is deeply passionate and driven to make a
difference which will help build meaning into the work place. By collectively
developing an organizational vision, Ms. Romero can pass her passion onto her
co-workers.
ln conclusion, I would like to finish my paper by sharing a few thoughts of
what I have learned about leadership through this process. I can now see more
clearly how important it is to continually develop oneself both individually and
professionally. Both Hagberg's and Wheatley's Leadership theories have had a
profound effect on my thinking and I hope in the way conduct myself as a leader
in the future. No one leadership theory fits any one individual but they can give
us a comprehensive way to develop a better understanding of ourselves. So
once again, I am left with more questions than answers in my pursuit of
developing as a leader.
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Appen{ix A 
- 
Consent Form
The Birth of a Leader: lndividual and Organizational Leadership
RESEARGH STUDY CONSENT FORII
You are invited to be in a research study concerning women and the
development of leadership behaviors. You were selected as a possible
candidate because of your experience as a graduate of Augsburg's MAL
Program and your position as an Executive Director. I ask that you read this
form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by myself, Jennifer Peterson, Master of Arts in
Leadership Student at Augsburg College in Minneapolis, as a part of my Plan B
project (independent study).
Backg round I nformation :
The purpose of this study is to compare your life experiences (personal and
professional) with two leadership theories. The two leadership theories are:
Hagberg's Real Power theory and Chaos theory.
Procedures:
lf you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to complete the following:
1. One-to-one interview: Meet with me, the researcher, for a one time
interview session (not to exceed 2 hours) and answer the attached list of
questions as they pertain to your ideas of women, Ieadership, and a
Native American perspective. This session will be audio taped.
2. Complete Hagberg's Personal Power Profile.
3. Answer (if needed), by email, 3-5 follow-up questions generated by your
responses to the first interview and the results from the personal power
profile (not to exceed 30 minutes).
4. Anfiime during this dialogue, if you do not wish to answer a question or
follow-up question, you may pass.
5. Read and review the final draft of the paper before it is submitted to make
any corrections and/or edits.
Risks and Benefits in the Study:
The study has some risks. You as the participant will be sharing private
information and must trust that the gathered results wil! be used for this research
project only and your identity will be kept confidential to the best of my ability.
However, please note that because of your position, there could be those who
could identify you. Please note that your anonymity cannot be guaranteed. I will
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provide you with a drafr form of the paper for you to review to make any
corrections and/or edits before it is submitted in final form, Your participation, will
by no means, effect, your status within Augsburg College.
There one direct benefit to you for your participation in this research project. I
will share with you the results of your personal power profile. You wil! receive no
payment or compensation for your participation. lndirect benefits to participation
are sharing your knowledge, experience and expertise as a community leader
with students and staff at Augsburg College and the general public. The flnal
paper will be bound and submitted to Augsburg College Library for public view.
Confidentiality:
The records of this study will be kept confidential. !n any sort of report I might
publish, I will not include any information that will make it possible to identify you
however, I cannot guarantee your anonymity. Research records will be kept in a
locked file; only !, the researcher, and Rosemary Link, my advisor, will have
access to the records. All information gathered will be shredded and destroyed
after the completion of this paper (anticipated in May 2004).
Voluntary Nature of the Study:
Your decision whether or not to participate will not affect your current or future
relations with Augsburg College. If you decide to participate, you are free to
withdraw at any time without affecting those relationships.
Contacts and Questions:
The researcher conducting this study is Jenny Peterson. You may ask any
questions you have now. lf you have questions later, you may contact me at612-
418-3881 or by email at: jenny.peterson@mchsi.com
If you have any additional questions, feel free to contact my student advisor:
Rosemary Link at Augsburg College at 612-330-1 147 .
You will be given a copy of the form to keep for your records along with a copy of
the final paper.
Statement of Consent:
I have read the above information. I have asked questions and have received
answers. I give my consent for the researcher to use an audiotape during the
interview. I also give my consent for the researcher to use direct quotes from the
taped interview for her paper. By signing below, I give my consent to participate
in the above listed research study.
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Signature of Participant
Signature of Researcher
I consent to be audiotaped:
Signature of Participant
I consent to the researcher using direct quotes:
Signature of Participant
Date
Date
Date
Date
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Appendix B 
- 
Questions for lnterview
The Birth of a Leader: lndividual and Organizational Leadership
RESEARCH STUDY QUESTIONS
lntroduction
Thank you for agreeing to participate in a research study concerning women and
the development of leadership behaviors. You were selected as a candidate
because of your experience as a graduate of Augsburg's MAL Program and your
position as Executive Director of the Minnesota lndian Women's Resource
Center. This study is being conducted by myself, Jennifer Peterson, Master of
Arts in Leadership Student at Augsburg College in Minneapolis, as a part of my
Plan B project (independent study).
Background lnformation :
The purpose of this study is to compare your life experiences (personal and
professional) with two leadership theories. The two leadership theories are:
Hagberg's Real Power theory and Chaos theory.
Procedures:
The following five steps will be completed as a part of this study. They are:
1. One-to-one interview. Meet with me, the researcher, for a one time
interview session (not to exceed 2 hours) and answer the attached list of
questions as they pertain to your ideas of women, leadership, and a
Native American perspective. This session will be audio taped.
2. Complete Hagberg's Personal Power Profile.
3. Answer (if needed), by email, 3-5 follow-up questions generated by your
responses to the first interview and the results from the personal power
profile (not to exceed 30 minutes).
4. Anytime during this dialogue, if you do not wish to answer a question or
follow-up question, you may pass.
5. Read and review the final draft of the paper before it is submitted to make
any corrections and/or edits.
Questions for this study:
Below are the questions I will be asking you in the one-to-one interview. This
interuiew will be audiotaped. Please remember that anytime during this dialogue,
if you do not wish to answer a question or follow-up question, you may pass.
1. What is your definition of leadership?
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2. How would you define power?
3. Do you see a relationship between leadership and power?
4. What do you consider success? (Hagberg, p. 280)
5. What gives you your identity as a person? As a leader? (Hagberg, p. 280)
6. Please tell me a little about your history?
7, Have you ever felt stuck? lf yes, please explain how you moved through
this.
8. Was there any sudden event in your life that made you reflec't or rethink
your life? Work? Where you were/are going?
9. Do you feel you are more extemally or intemally focused? Why?
10.When, if ever, do you feel least powerful? (Hagberg, p. 1)
1 1. What are your values?
12.Do you have or have you had any role models? If yes, please name him
or her and explain why s/he was/is your role model?
13. Do you feel you have a spiritual base? Please explain your answer.
14,What, if anything, are you fearful of?
15. Who made you feel worthwhile before you were 25 other than your
parents? What did they do? How did it affect you? (Hagberg, p. 25)
16. What do you feel are your gifts? What kinds of things come easily for
you? What are your skills? (Hagberg, p. 53)
17.\Alhat do you feel are your strengths? Weaknesses?
18.Are you aware of your "shadow" or dark side? lf yes, please explain.
19. What would your ego say about your current job position?
20. What was the moment of keenest insight in your Iife and what happened
when you acted? (Hagberg, p. 93)
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21.What one quality in you will be dangerousto otherpeople if you are not
fully conscious of it? (Hagberg, p. 125)
22.What is your deepest heart's desire? (Hagberg, p. 145)
23.What is the energy or passion that drives your life? (Hagberg, p. 280)
24.Are you spiritually connected to a Higher Power? lf yes, what difference
does it make in your life, your leadership? (Hagberg, p. ?54)
25. ln the deeper spiritual life, our lives are consumed by the fire of the Holy
Spirit. How close are you willing to come to the flame? (Hagberg, p. 177)
26.What kinds of things deepen your spiritual base? (Hagberg, p. 291)
27. Tell me about the Minnesota lndian Women's Resource Center?
28. How do you feel about tribal gaming?
29.Tell me about your involvement in indigenous women's activities?
30. What do you think are the biggest issues facing indigenous women? (in
MN & globally)
31. How can/do you develop your own leadership qualities? (Hagberg, p. 2541
32.What have been your leadership turning points, both negative and
positive? (Hagberg, p. 280)
33. What do you do to stay grounded during times of stress? (Hagberg, p.
281 )
34. How do you describe yourself as a leader now? (Hagberg, p. 280)
Questions about this study:
lf you have any questions, feel free to contac't my me at 612418-3881 or my
student advisor, Rosemary Link, at Augsburg College at 612-330-1 147.
Thank you for sharing your time, knowledge and expertise with me for this
research study.
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Personal Power Profile
T his profile follows the icleas ancl behaviors clescribecl in Janet Hagberg's bookt Real Pouer: Stages of Personal Potuer in Organizations. M.s. Hagberg ciescrihes six
progressive stages of personal power: Powerlessness, Power by Association, Power by
Achievement, Power by Refiection, Power by Purpose, and Power by Visdom.
While these stages may appear at first to be qr-rite straight forwarcl and simple, the more
deeply you look, the more may be revealed to yor-r.
You can use or understand this Six Stage Model on several different levels. Primarily
applicable to yolrr work life, the icleas are equally practical in everyday living. In fact, yor-r
can use this rnodel to understand yourself, your relationships, and yollr organization from
a personal power perspective.
Yor-r will have a Home Stage where yor-r function rnost often. Yor-r will also have elements
of all five other stages that will guide yollr actions in certain sitr-rations but not the majority
of sitr-rations. As yolrr Home Stage progresses from Stage 1 to Stage 6 yor.r mLlst acknowl-
edge and pass tl-rror-rgh each stage. The knowledge ancl experience gained at each stage
are needed to progress to the next stage.
HOtil ro usE rHts PRoFlrE
The ar,rthors designed this profile: 1) to provide individual insights on stages of personal
power, 2) as a preparatory tool for courses in leadership, power and management, 3) as a
di.scussion tool between managers and employees, and 4) as an assessment tool in the
course of personal renewal.
This profile was clesigned neither as a tool for employment selection nor for psychological
measurement ancl assessment. Use of the profile for these purpose s wor,rld be inappropriate
Do not try to purslre the stages of power as if they werc tasks to be accorlplisl-red or a
pinnacle to be achieved, There is wisdom in letting a natural process, people or events
guicle you, There is wisdom in being open to the next thing life has in store.
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INSTRUGTIOHS
Personal Power Profile
On a.scale of 1 to i (1 = irlot descriptiue o.f me; 5: V'ery descriptite oJ'me;) fill in the box tcr
the right of each qllestion n,ith the number that most closely describes yoll at this point
in tirne.
Total volu' answers in each column at the bottom clf that column
Transfer the colr-rmn totals fiom each page to page 5 ancl cr>nrpute yolrr Grancl Total
Examples:
ll
\ot rlcsclrl-rtrr r'
ot llc
t;
Vrrt clcscliPtir r
ot \lt.
1. I feel rly t'ork l;e havior ancl non-work behavior becoming more integratecl ancl le.s.s .sepat'ate
2. I am a takc chargr. get things clone pcrsort 5
3. I f'eel helpless over my life,'nork problenrs 3
+. I liave l life pulpose for which I rvoulcl clie 4
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l. I f'eelnit'tork hehai'ior and non-work bel'iavior beconring urore integratecllrntlless sepluate
tl
\ot rle st'riptir r'
ot \le
+)
Ve rv rlrst rrptir c
of \{c
2. I am a take charge, get things clone per.son,
3, I feel helpless ovel my lif'eii,u'ork problerrs
1. I have a lite pr.rrpose for lvl-rich I woulclclie
5. I am at peace
6. I u,ork harcl to be conficlent
7. I tell others al>out my iveaknesses and mi.stakes
8. I model lroth f-eminine ancl mascrrline behlvior traits as wu\,s to reach gouls
9. I niake clecisions out ol a qr:iet, inner'.sense of calrl
10. I knoiv someone that I want to be like
11. I arr jr-rst lrcginning to learn the unu'ritten rr.rles ancl r,ahres til the orgunization
12. I usLrally see myself as a casualt\I of sonleone else's actions.
13 I n-iake poor clecisiclns mo.st of the time
14. I helieve power belongs tri those u'ho earn it
15. I schedr,rle regular time to be alone
16. I prcf'cr a.sking qlrestlon^s that may or may not have an rrns\\'el
17. I ani sor.rght by others to lte a r.uentor,/guicle
IU. I l;eliel'e I ha,,'e "uracle it" in the eYes of society
19 I feel secure u,hen siimeone else is taking care of me
20. I teel I ani a nuntlrer ancl not an incliviclLral
21. I like the challenge of responsil;ility
22. I clepencl on firy bo.s.s for clirection
2t I do ta.sks tl'rat primarily help mc achicvc mv goal.s
24. I knon' po\\jer is infinite
25 I arl ul-t apprrntice
26. I clioose pou,erlessness.
21. I like to associate w'ith poi,verful people.
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28. I lteliei'c utl'flr:tr.rrc uccorripli.shllcr-its ri,'illclepencl on u luotc retlectire personltl str'le
\ot rlcscript ir r'
r:l trlt
r5
Ve rr tlt'st tilttir r'
ot \lr,
29. I lrm connectealat lll tir-nes to a spiritLlltl .soLtrce
-10 I ri'ant carecrl'life arlvanccnrnt l)Lrt I hlrvc little knou leclge ol hou'to proceecl
Jl I havc an inner connection t'ith a highcr power il'hicl'r gr-riclcs nry clail,v lif'e
i2, I consciously imitate otlter people's hehar ior
ji. I clon't utekc ln\,clecisions n,ithriut talking ii'ith a.s nlutv peoPle ls po.ssil:le
Ji I r'lrrxlse to ltcl honcstlv eten il it Iluttrs I ltisc sotltetltirrg I n'ant
J5. I sourctiures lutt'c to ntarri;rLrlate othtt'.s to get thing.s clone
.16 I larrgh lrt rlr rnisir.tkes rtncl shltre tho.se tlistakcs rr'ith otltct's.
JB I bclievr po\\'er llrlllr.s har ing control
-19 I uur pou cr-firl oril1,' iiten tlte group is pou,erfirl
40. I can acce pt criticistti rr ithtiut rlefensii'errc.s.s
+1. l .see no guin to risk-taking.
12. I rrppreciatc nty n'elkttesses
+3. I kxrk foru':rrcl to cleltth
li. I urn learning 'the ropcs."
i5. I scc nn' ego getting srtltller ancl lc.ss .signiliclnt all tlte tirne
t6. I linorr hon to rrse thc'politiclrl svsl('nr" to lre sr-tcccsslLrl in tlt\'('ll!'c('l'
-r7 I thinli t'It)' personal r,'alucs lue utorc rlissimilul tlltn .siurilut'to r-n)' rrr-ivrtrkers in thc organization
+tl I enr lrcginning Io unclerstancl n'hich skills rrncl uhilities I neecl to clevelop to ach'ance IIU'cereer
+9. I anr coltrageotts.
)0. I ltar c conficlencc in u lite pLlrpose n hich pLlts 1u\' o*-n itrtcrcst.s at ri.slt
51 I irequcntli'que.stionnn'sell-n'orth
i2 [ lrur al;lr to l;e my'scli u'ithin tttl orgrtnizltiotr.
53. l lrclievr: thllt re\\'arrls from the rirg:rnizlllion rttritii'atc nle ltss tlt:rn thev r.tsetl to
i+. I helieve in the nrr>tt<) "un evc fiir an cve , lt ttioth fiir a ttioth.'
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IJ
\ot rlrscr-iptir t'
oi \lc
+1
Yerv rlcscrlrtivt'
ol \lr
5i. I am fearlcss
i6 I clefine nrv .self-concept uccoruling to holv people I respcct fccl ahclut nrc
57. I hai'c surrcnclcrecl to a largel pllrpo.se
58. I gct as nrr:ch fi'om u1), conlnLrnitv lif-e as I do I'rrim my jrilr
59. I unr srll-sucrilic'ial
60. I t'ork firr salan,, title, otTicc placenrent oL nuurber of people I coLrkl srrpe rvise
(il. I knou' that I eni.stuck in nr1' jolr
(t2. I knrlrv little alxrut htilr nri'organizution nrlkcs clecisions.
6l I arn prr;ircl of nry accompli.shnrents
(r+. I an'r one ol the *'inrreis in lif'e
65. I see mv reasons for t'ork ancl lor livirrg as one arncl the .sanre
66. I hlve ltrt inncr capacitl, fbr long pe riocls of solitucle ancl silence
6,- I recogrtiz.e po\\,er ut'ouncl nrc ancl in other.s t>ut I possc.s.s little po\\'er
68. I spcak or.rt t,hcn I am askrcl to clo sourething I ckrn't lreliei e in.
69 I knorv I am not likecl bi nry c()-\\'orkcrs.
70 I trlrst n-rv inner voice
7 1. l anr rvise
72, I lvill t'eel better *'lien others consicler rle sr.rcce.ssfrrl
Column totlrls
SCORING ABCDEF
Colrrnrn totals frortt pagc 3
Column totals frour pagc,i
Column totuls frour this pltge
GRAHD TOfAtS ('frenster'(ilrtrtrl'l'otlrl.s to \-otrr Personlrl l)r>nrr l)rolllc griclon pu.qc r)
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PTOTTING AND INTERPREflNG YOUR PROFITE
1. J"nrnsfer yoLlr Grancl l'otals firr A-F froni pagc 5 tr> the A-F b<>res on YouL Personal
Pou,er Profile, page 7.
2. Plot eacli nurnber on the gricl clirectly beneath it. Put a clot (. ) therc.
3. Connect yollr clots to forrn e shape (profile) like a rnountain peak, r'uller,or slope;
see sample. Yor.rr shape may be clifferent.
-+ Tl-re highest peak of your mor"rntain shape is yoLrr Home Stage whe re you spend tnost
of yor,rr tiure, l)islegarcl yolrr nurnhers. Focus only on tl're shape: the tnountain peaks
ol valleys. Your seconcl highest peak is yor,rr seconcl highest stage, thircl peak is third
highest, etc.
5. The rvhite area inclicates the range of scores representing [ti% of the population.
In other rl,ords, ti5%r of the people taking this profile scoreci witl-rin the n,hite erea.
Il any of your scores firll into the gray areas, it means yor-r feel more strongly or less
strongly about that stage in your iife and/or work than 85% of the population taking
this profile.
6. The sliape of yor-rr profile gives you a meiislrre of yor.rr Horne Stagc ancl yonr clii,ersity
across stages.
7. For rnrlre interpretation of the shape of yor-rr profile, turn to page li.
'19 '37 '47 '4. t'43) f34-t Samplel:r1,ri,.i, L.'+
Stagc 1 Stage 2 Stage J Stage 4 Stage 5 Stagc 6
fl 56
)-1 l0
This person's irighest peak is Stage J,
their Honre Stage. Second highest is
Stugc 2. thiril is Strrge {. et(.
5.i
i3
iil
1()
.rtt
t)
iil
rl
-).
ir
l't
t(r 12
i0
,!rl
l!
lr
l4
,.9
lt
It
li
l0
.lr )
JI
l6
l9
I,l
i9
r.l
isL1
2) 2t'
l2
t-0 13 .r-1
0
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YOUR PERSONAT POWER PROFITE
I:rttrr' ( ir';rnrl 'l otltls 
-)
19
1+
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6
42
1i
)0
10
o-)/
242+
29
34
)4
q4
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48
43
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1g
i4
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)l.l
'i,q
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38
27
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11
,i2
13
1()
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30
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20
13
3-
32
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44
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17
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Personal Power Profile
THTERPRETIHG YOUR PERSOHAT POWER PROFITE
F'incl the shape pLofilc closest to your.s. I'ire clescription rlay inclicate what yolrr score
represents. If yilr:r prolile looks similar to tE o clescriptions, choose the one closest to
yoLlr situation.
Transition
Tl-ris profile clescribes people n ho are uncertain about their personal power. They may be
moving internally (inside thernsel,n es) ancl trying to sort or-rt how they want to be in the
outside worlcl. It cor"rld also clescribe people u,ho feel they must be different at hotne than
at work.
1.21456
123456
tzj416
r23456
123456
In Charge
This profile clescrilxs people who enjov and are cornfottable rvith clirect power over
people, knowleclge, ancl processes. They are people u,ho like to rr-rn things. Tl-rey can be
at the lieight of their career clr in a seconcl career. Whelever thcy are, they like to lte
involvecl, br.rsy, feeling cornpetent, challengecl. They see f'ew barriers to success, just not
enoLrgh hours in the clay.
Apprentice
People w,ith this profile are generally w'orking or learning to cr-rltivate personal pclwer.
They clesire some clirection from others so work can be clone colnpetently or correctly.
This typically happens in a ne\tu' job or new learning situation where "learning the ropes"
is important.
Changing or Crisis
This profile represents a temporaly loss of pow'er over clecisions 
- 
a lack of a fzrrniliar
power base . These peopie rnay be in the nridclle of a major change in life or \\'ork: ne\\/
job, loss of job, ner,v boss. sr-rrprise. Tliey are off balance ancl feel a loss of conficlence.
It cor-rlcl represent u crisis at l-rancl.
Confusion
This profile represents people who aren't sure if"they shoulcl be in chargc or /:oa, they
shor.rld be in charge. They rray be car-rght in a work transition ancl f'eel Lrnslrre or frtrs-
tratecl, seeking external signals to give them conflclence. They feel very responsible and at
the sarne time powerless to act.
I Copyright @ 1992 hy Hagberg-Donovan
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Personal Power Profile
Self Reflective
Iror thi.s person, pcrsonal power clerir,'es f}om prrsonal r'alues and niilcleling lr reflective
style ntthcr than thror-tgl-r position or accomplishrnents. fhis profile rcpresents pe<tple on
an inner journey ltecoming clear abrxrt valrres ancl lessening the extelnal pressure tir
perfortl a certain vu'ay. They are becorning more self accepting ancl gentrine. They take
risks tirey coulcln't take previor-rsly.
Frustrated
This profile sr-rggests a conficlent competent person 
.feel'irtg pou'erless in one par"/ of their
lif'e oL u,ork. The higlier the Stage 1 score, the higher ti-re frLrstration cir trappecl feeling.
Tl'ris shape rnay suggest a rnini-crisis at w,ork rtr hitme.
Newcomer or Traumatic Event
People r,r,ith this prolile are frequently nerv on tl-re job ancl Lrnu\\iure of their cotllpetencc,
yet in this particular jolt evcrything is confusing, crinficlence is fi'agile. It coulcl also inclicutc
a recent trar.ttnatic evcnt leaving pe<>ple porverless ancl angry in lif'e/rvr>rk. Parackrxically it
is also tlie profile clf a true Stage (r person.
lnner Shift
This profile represents thc beginning stages c>f reflection, asking rvhat personal power is
;rll about. It represents a turning to the "insicle" in a cotnpetent person, ;it ease with their'
skill, TlieLe Inay be confusion w'ith cultr.rral pulls that ar"e inconsistent rvith nernly emerging
inner feelings. This person \\:ants ans\\,ers ltr.rt can only fincl questions.
Wisdom
People lecl l;y' an inner ancl .spirituul visi<>n, pos.sibly <>ut of sync u,ith external clemancls.
Tliey are usually ltehincl-tl-ie-sccnes trLlstecl peoplc u'lxi have higit inner security. 'l'hey
hltr,e no clesire firr porvcr llrt ure uttractive to others for their unusrral insight. Thcir high
scll acceptrtncc ltalunces lc>rn, cgo neecls. Organizarions ncecl to protcct thent.
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A FEW OUTSIDE THE NORNf, PROFTTES
t2 456
These people feel stronger about their stage(s) of powet than 85% of the people who took
this profile.
Hard Driving
Tliis profile suggests very high achievers n'ho enjoy challenges ancl competition in
everything they c1o or who are on a difficult, strenuotrs assignment. It rnay sllggest over
compensation on one area of life to the dettiment of other areas.
Over Compensation
These peopie feel they have to work incredibly hard to be themselves (stages 4 or 5)
in their cllrrent environment at home or work and it leads to over compensation or
trying too hard.
Low Interest
These people do not feel strongly about the questions, are consistently Llnsllre, may even
be sad or depressed, They may not even R ant to pafticipate in taking this profile.
723456
t23456
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NOW, AsK YOURSETF THESE QUESTIOHS
1. l)oes your profile aclcquately represent yor-r'i
2. Are you satisfied with yor-u'Home Stage?
3. l)o you want to move to any other stage?
At this point yolr may be asking the most basic qrrestion of all 
- 
SO SilHAT? Hopefully,
you are attencling a seminar or class on power or leaclership while completing this profile
Yor-tr instructor can give you information about the stages, what they represeni and how
they function in the workplace and at horne. Helshe can also give yor.r slrggestions on
how- yor,r can move to another stage if'yoLr so clesire. A sr-rmmary of the six Stages of
Personal Power appears cln the next page.
You tnight also woncler how to manage people at different stages, or how to be a more
eff'ective leader. Sorne people u,'ant to know how to better relate to their spollse u,ho is;rt
a clifferent stage of powcr from them. Others jr"rst want to know more abor,rt the six stages.
For these more detailed or particular questions we recommend you read the book on
which this material was based. It is Real Pouter,2nd Edition published by Sheffield
Publishing, Salem, 'W'isconsin , 1994.
If you wor-rlcl iike to purchase Real Power or additional copies of this Personal Pou,er
Profile, fill out the order form in the back of thi.s booklet.
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STAGES OF PERSONAT POWER
Description Characteristics To Move Deterrent
Stage L:
Powerlessness
Manipulation Securc and depenclent
Low in self-esteenr
Uninfbrmecl
Helpless br:t not hopeless
(]ain self-estecm or skill Fear
Stage 2:
Power by Association
Megic Apprentices
Learning the cultr:re
Dependent on supen i.sor/leader
New self awareness
Gain confidence,
take risks
Neecl for secr:riry
Lack of confidence
Stage J:
Power by Achievement
Control over
resources and
decisions
Ilrttr-rrc eg<l
Itcalistic anrl corupttitir c
Ilxpert
Anttritious
Embracing integrity,
search inside
Not knowing yolr
are stuck, confusion
Stage 4:
Power by Reflection
Influenct Reflective/confused
Competent in collaboration
Strong
Comfbrtablc with personal .style
Skilled at mentoring
Showing true leadership
Let go olego,
I'ace fear
Ego control, no
life pr-rrpose
Stage 5:
Power by Purpose
Inner Vi.sion Understand the
universe
Lack ol faith,
unq,illingness tcr
sacrifice enough
Srlf-acce pting
SpiritLrul
Courageous
Calrn
Conscience of thc organizatron
I h-rnrble
Conficlcnt ol lifc calling
Generous in enrlx;rvering other.s
Stage 6;
PowerbyWisdom
Self Sacrifice Integrating shadow
Unafraid of deatl-r
Powerless
Quiet in service
Conscience of the communiry
Compassion for the worid
Transcend humanne'.ss
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Personol Power Profile
l- t0 irtr.cntoric.s @ $.i.95 elclr
I t-99 inr'<-:ntoric.s @ S-i.50 tlch
I(X)+ inr-entorit's @ 5-+.00 r:rch
Critical Journey: Sfoges in the Life of Foith
byJcnet Hogberg ond Robert Guelich
"I'heir gr>al is to lrclp Lr.s lrnrlcrstancl rvhelr \\'e :rre on our incli-
vichurl firith journeys encl ulso lrltpreciatc n,hcre others arr in
theirs. 'l'he CriticulJor-rrney clocs not reverrl e-\rrctl)' hou' rir u'lten
R'e neecl to tnove u[or-rg in our' lter.sonal pilgrinltges. lt clcscribcs
six .st:rgcs o[ the .s1>irituul jor.rrncy uncl illustnrrcs hor,v peoplc act
ancl thir-rk nl-rile in thc.se stages. $15.95 each
Spiritual Life lnventory
An in.strr-rnrent to lttclt.sllre an inclil'iclr-ral's stage of spirirual clcvc-l-
opment. -I'lre Inventory colnpleulents tlie ideas and ltehar.iors
<lescribed inJar-ret Haglrrg and Itollert Guelich's l>ook Critical
Journe)r: Stlges in the Lite of Faith. TI-re book clescrilres seven
stages of a person's spirituul life: Ilecognition of Gocl, The Lifi: iil'
Discipleship, The Procluctive Life, Tlic.fourney inrvarcl, l'l-re Wall,
The Journey Or,rrrvard, The l.ife of Love.
1-40 profiles @ $4.95 each
1l-c)c) profiles @ $4,50 clcli
100+ profiles @ $4.00 cach
Reol Power: Sfoges of Personsl Power
in Organizations byJonet Hcgberg
A clvnanric L-:ook about po\\/cr--re:rl, pers<>rrrrl porver--fiir for-
x.,arcl lookir-rg people ancl cirgunizatrons rvlxr rvzrnt to harness
tlteir orvn power fbr the conlnon good. It takes pcople on a
journey beyond achievernent ancl succes.\ t() u stxncc in rvhich
power conle.s frour their inner core and thcy lcad frorl their
souls. $rg.gS each
The Leorning Sryles lnventory
,r\n instrurrncnt to nletlsLrrc ir-rclir-icluul le:rnlir-rg st\rl..a. \'orrr leurn-
ing style is tlre unique uul ir-r u'hiclr \rou go alxtrt gathering
inlorrnution, sorling it orrt, lrrrd r-naking clecisions. \'olr are nt()re
Iikcly to f incl nrcunir-rg ancl sltisfhction in your lile ancl t'ork i[
voll are a\\'lrre o1' 
.vor.tr ltcst ancl lltost enio),able sh'le r:f learning
l-40 inventrirics @ 56.95 each
41-()L) inventorirs @ 56.50 each
100+ inrerrtorit's @ 56.0i) elt'lr
The Learning Style.s lnvenfo ry in Faith Communities:
A Facilitotor's Guide
It ltct'ornpltnies tltc I-canting St,vlcs Inventory ancl prrtviclcs gror-rp
exerc'iscs, smull gloulr clisclrssi<lt question.s, ancl applic:rtions t<r
the life of faith contrrrr.rnities ancl tlreir nrinistrie.s.
$f l.oO including overheads*
The Lesrning Styles lnvenlory: A Facilitator's Guide
It accornl-r:rrries the Lcurning Styles lnventon, :rncl provicle.s grollp
exerciscs, snrall grorrp disctrs.sion clue.stions. :rncl applicatirins to
various u'ork settings uncl activitics.
$20.00 including overheads*
* A cop1, of tbefacilitator's guide (uitlt oterbeads) is included.ftve
of cbarge u,ben your order 41 or ntore Learning St1,1*.t Inuentories.
Please specifl,u'ltich Learuing SO,r€s ImtentoU Guide j,sa utatrt.
Conflic| Resolufion lool
An instrument to rrreasure the way individual.s approacli conflict
Thc for,rr conflict .sryles are As.serters, Miniz.ers, Avoiders and
f)ivcfiers. A unique featurc <tf ti-ris tool is the STOP! rnodel.
u,hich incluclc.s a skill that all four sryles can u.se to rnodifl, their
lrelravior in corrflict and thr-rs be more .successful in re.solving it.
1-40 tools @ $6.95 each
41-99 tools @ $(r.50 eaclr
100+ tools @ $(r.00 each
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